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COMPLETIONS OF UNIFORM CONVERGENCE SPACES1

G. D. RICHARDSON

Abstract. H. J. Biesterfeldt has shown that a uniform con-

vergence space which satisfies the completion axiom has a com-

pletion. In the present paper, we show that every uniform con-

vergence space has a completion. Furthermore, if the uniform

convergence space is Hausdorff and satisfies the completion axiom,

then it has a Hausdorff completion, which reduces to the Bourbaki

completion for uniform spaces. Finally, a uniqueness theorem is

obtained.

1. Introduction. Cook and Fischer introduced the notion of a

uniform convergence space, which is a generalization of a uniform

space. Each uniform convergence space induces a "limesräume" [4],

which is a generalization of a topological space.

Biesterfeldt [l ] has shown that a uniform convergence space

which satisfies the completion axiom has a completion. By slightly

modifying Biesterfeldt's construction, we show that every uniform

convergence space has a completion. Furthermore, by introducing an

equivalence relation, we show that each Hausdorff uniform con-

vergence space which satisfies the completion axiom has a Hausdorff

completion. Finally, a uniqueness theorem among Hausdorff com-

pletions is obtained.

2. Completions. The reader is asked to refer to [3] and [4] for

basic definitions and notation not given here. We will abbreviate the

terms "uniform convergence space (structure)" and "completion

axiom" by "u.c.s." and "ca.", respectively.

Definition 2.1. B is called a base for a u.c.s. J for X if (1) BEI

and (2) $EI implies there exists a xpEB such that i> is finer than yp,

i.e. «Ê^.
Hence we have the following :

Proposition 2.2. A collection B of filters on XXX is a base for some

u.c.s. iff the following hold:
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(1) [A] is finer than some Q in B.

(2) $>,ipinBimplies^/\yp^T for some T in B.

(3) $> in B implies i>_1 ̂ \pfor some \¡/ in B.

(4) <£, \p in B such that f> o \¡/ exists, then 3» o \¡/ = T for some T in B.

Let iX, I) be a u.c.s. We denote by X' the collection of all Cauchy

filters on X, A'={(5, g):í, QEX' and 7X004 for some FE$,
GGg}, and*' denotes the filter on X' XX' generated by {A':AE$}-

We call ff and g A-near if (if, g) belongs to A'.

Biesterfeldt could have avoided using the c.a. where he did, but his

construction would still have fallen short since the diagonal filter

would not have been in his completion without using the c.a. How-

ever, since the proofs here vary only slightly from those of [l], we

will only outline the steps for a completion of iX, I).

Using Proposition 2.2, we can show that 7>= {í>'A[Ai]:í>G7} is a

base for a u.c.s. 7' for X', where Ai is the diagonal of X'XX'. The

u.c.s. iX', I') is our candidate for a "completion" of iX, I). Define

i'.X-^X' by iix) =0(x), where 0(x) denotes the filter on X generated

by the set jx}. It can be shown that * is a uniform isomorphism from

iX, I) onto a dense subspace of iX', I').

Theorem 2.3. The u.c.s. iX', I') is a completion of iX, I).

We need only to show that (X', I') is complete. This will follow

from our succeeding lemmas. Note, we do not need the c.a.

Let g' be a Cauchy filter on X'. Hence g'Xg'^'A [Ai] for some

i>=<i>~1G7 and i>^ [A]. Also, assume w.l.o.g. that g' is not a fixed

ultrafilter. Leti>'(g') be the filter on X' generated by {A'iG') :A G*,

G'Gg'}, where A'(G')= {x.EX':Í5, 3C)EA' for some ÍFGG'}.

Lemma 2.4.  The trace of$'ic¡') on iiX) is a proper filter on iiX).

Lemma 2.5. The trace of <I?'(g') on X irecall X and iiX) are uni-

formly isomorphic) is an element of X'.

Proof. Show that Tn(*'(g')) XTrx(*'(gO) =*3-

Lemma 2.6. The filter g' converges in (X', 7') to the trace o/$'(g')

onX.

Proof. Show that g'X<KTrx($'(g'))) = (*4)', where <KTrz(0'(g')))

is the fixed ultrafilter on X' generated by the set {Trx($'(g')) }■

3. Hausdorff completions. Let (X, I) be a u.c.s. and suppose î

converges to x; then ii"5) converges to 0(x) on iX', I'). Also ¿(5)

X<£(íF) ̂ (ffXíf)' and hence ¿(ff) also converges to if. Consequently
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(X', I') is in general not Hausdorff, even when (X, I) is Hausdorff.

We would like to identify SF and <£(x). The equivalence relation in [3]

does just that. That is, SF~g iff SF A S is Cauchy on (X, J), which is

shown to be equivalent to SFXgGJ. Hence if SF converges to x, then

tJ'—'S iff g converges to x, which was desired.

The condition which is needed on a Hausdorff u.c.s. (X, J) to

construct a Hausdorff completion is the ca., that is, (X, I) satisfies

the c.a. iff there exists a base B for J consisting of symmetric filters

coarser than the diagonal filter such that SFXSF=^ for each <ï> in B,

where SF is any Cauchy filter on (X, I).

Let X* be the quotient set Z'/~ with P:X'—>X* being the quo-

tient map, i.e. P(SF) = [SF], where [SF] is the equivalence class contain-

ing SF. Denote by B* = {P(&):$El}.

Lemma 3.1. If (X, I) satisfies the c.a. and $EB with ([sf], [g])

EP(A'), A G$, then SF and g are A3-near (i.e. (SF, $)E(A3)').

Proof. Since ( [íf], [q])EP(A'), then there exists SFi~SF and gi~g

such that SFi and gi are A -near. Also SFi~SF implies SFXSFíieííFAíFi)

X(SFAíFi) =$ and hence SF and SFi are A-neav. Similarly, g and gi are

.4-near. Since SFXg = (SFXSFi) o (SFiXgO o (giXg), then SF and g are

A3-near.

Lemma 3.2. Let (X, I) satisfy the c.a. Then B* is a base for a u.c.s.

I*forX*.

Proof. The first three conditions of Proposition 2.2 are immediate.

From Lemma 3.1, P($') o P($') ^P(($6)') and hence the lemma

follows.

Theorem 3.3. Let (X, I) be Hausdorff and satisfy the ca., then

(X*, I*) is a Hausdorff completion of (X, I).

The proof will follow from our succeeding results. As before, it is

straightforward to show that P restricted to i(X) is a uniform isomor-

phism onto its image. Hence P o i is a uniform isomorphism from

(X, T) onto its image.

Proposition 3.4. Let (X, I) be Hausdorff and satisfy the c.a. Then

(X*, I*) is Hausdorff.

Proof. From [3], it suffices to show that (X*, I*) is Tv Let<K[íF])

denote the filter on X* generated by {[SF]}. If <K[SF])X<K[g])EJ*,

then <K[SF]) X<K[g]) èPf*') for some $EB. It suffices to show that

SFXg^*3. UAE&, then ([SF], [ç])EP(A') and by Lemma 3.1, SF and

g are A3-near. Hence [íf] = [g] and the proposition follows.
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Let [if ]GX*; then since t'(ff) converges to if, P(i(5)) converges to

[îF]. Hence (X, 7) is dense in (X*, 7*).

Proposition 3.5. If iX, I) satisfies the ca., then iX*, I*) is com-

plete.

Proof. If g* is a Cauchy filter on iX*, I*), then g*Xg*èP(<i>')

for some $EB. Using Lemma 3.1, it is routine to show that P_1(g*)

XP-'(3*)^(*!)' and hence P-»(g*) is Cauchy on (X', 7'). Since

(X', I') is complete, then P_1(g*) converges to ff for some if in X'.

However, the continuity of P implies that g* converges to [if]. This

concludes the proof of Theorem 3.3.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that

(X*, I*) is in fact a natural generalization of the Bourbaki completion

for Hausdorff uniform spaces.

If iX, I) satisfies the c.a. and îGX' with iXi?^*, then as in

uniform spaces [2], x=<$(5:), ¡-e- the filter on X generated by

{A(F):AE$, FE&}, is the unique minimal Cauchy filter on X

coarser than if.

Let Y denote the set of all minimal Cauchy filters on (X, I) and

0= {í>":$G5, B the c.a. base for (X,I)}, where 3>" is the filter on

YXY generated by \A":AE$}, and A"={iXi, X2)GFXF:
FXFEA for some FExiAx*}- As before, C is a base for a u.c.s. J

for Y.

Theorem 3.6. If (X, I) satisfies the ca., then (X*, 7*) and (F, 7)

are uniformly isomorphic

Proof. Define j:X*—*Y as follows: j([^])=x< where x is the

unique minimal Cauchy filter coarser than if. Let g~if and Xi7 X2 be

the unique minimal Cauchy filters coarser than g and if, respectively.

Then xi~g,~5'~X2 and hence X1AX2GX'. By the uniqueness of xi

and X2, we have that xi=X2 and thus/ is well defined. Clearly/ is a

bijection. Also it can be shown that/(P(i>')) = (*3)" and j~l($")

= P(<i>') ior$EB. Hence/ is a uniform isomorphism.

4. Uniqueness among Hausdorff completions. Let (X, 7) be

Hausdorff and satisfy the c.a. Then we will consider (X, 7) as a sub-

space of (X*, 7*).

Proposition 4.1. If (X, 7) is Hausdorff and satisfies the ca., then

any two Hausdorff completions of (X, 7) are equipotent sets.

Proof. Let (Z, 7) be a Hausdorff completion of (X, 7) ; then define

a'.Z-^X* as follows: a is the identity map on X and ais) = [if],
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where SEX' and SF converges to s on (Z, T). It is straightforward to

show that a is a bijection.

Lemma 4.2. If (X, I) is Hausdorff and satisfies the ca., then P(i>')

£Clx.xx.(*) ^P((&)')for$EB.

Proof. The first inequality is straightforward. We will verify the

latter. Let i£$ and ([SF], [g])GCl A. Hence there exists X*, X*

on X* such that X* converges to [íf], X* converges to [g], where

X*XX* and A are not disjoint. Let X=TrxX*, X=TrxX*. By

the ca., XXXè$ and XXX^$. Hence HXK = (HXH)o Ao

(KXK)EA3 for some HE3C, KEX. Thus (X, 3C)GU3)', or ([x],
[x])GP((-43)')- Since X* converges to [SF], then X converges

to [íf]; however, X also converges to [x]. Hence [íF]=[x] and

similarly fe]= [x].

Proposition 4.3. Jei (X, J) be Hausdorff and satisfy the c.a. with

base B. If f:(X, I)—>(Z, T) is uniformly continuous with (Z, T) being

Hausdorff, complete and such that Cl/(4>) belongs to T for each $EB,

then f has a unique uniformly continuous extension g to (X*, I*).

Proof. This follows from a routine argument showing that

£(P(*0)fcCl/(*).

Theorem 4.4. Let {X, I) be Hausdorff and satisfy the c.a. with base

B. If (Z, T) is a Hausdorff completion of (X, I), then the identity map

extends to a uniform isomorphism between (X*, I*) and (Z, T) iff Pi

= {Clzxz<ï>:<ï>GP} is a base for T.

Proof. Let &EB; then if g is the extension of i to (X*, I*),

«(Clx*xJr-*)èClzxa*. If AG* with (s, t)EClZxZA, then there

exists SF, g on X such that SF and g converge to s and t, respectively,

and SFXg is not disjoint from A. Hence [SF], [g]GX* and since SF, g

converge to [SF] and [g], respectively on {X*, I*) then ([SF], [g])

GClx*xx*-<4 • Thus g(Clx*xx&) =Clzxz$ and from Lemma 4.2, Pi is

a base for T.

Conversely, let« be as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. If $EB, then

it is straightforward to show that a(Cl <ï>) ̂Cl <£3. Hence a is uni-

formly continuous and a-1 is the extension of the identity map.

Corollary 4.5 (Bourbaki). Every Hausdorff uniform space has

precisely one Hausdorff completion in the uniform space sense (up to a

uniform isomorphism).

Proof. From Theorem 3.6, (X*, I*) is uniformly isomorphic to the

Bourbaki completion. Also the hypothesis of the sufficiency of The-
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orem 4.4 is satisfied (p. 178 of [2]) and hence the corollary follows.

In [5] it is shown that a u.c.s. which satisfies the c.a. induces a

regular topology. It would be interesting to know just how much, if

any the hypothesis that the space satisfy the c.a. could be relaxed and

still obtain a completion.
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